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Patient: T.R.A – age 62 (2004)- QXCI tested on 
21.04.2004 for a fainting fits after an 

emotional trauma and high fever (38- 39*C) 
symptoms had 1 week ago.

-6-7 years ago he had the same 
symptoms with vertigo, sudden weakness, not 
being able to hold up his head and visual 
hallucinations

-Usually once a month he feels 
week, does not want to eat and has shortlasting 
heart troubles (1-2’). This symptoms last only 
for 1 day.

-As a child he had at age 11 typhoid 
fever and at the age of 36-37 hepatitis B and 
his teeth were”ground”



Acute brain and cardiac ischemic states 
with  secondary  C2 subluxation. Post 
infectious typhoid liver damage with rare, 
intermitent porphyria crisis developed on a 
hepatitis B  terrain with activation of Chr.9 
and Chr.14.  Prostate hypertrophia of viral 
origin (papiloma v.).



Greek  πορφύρα, porphyra = "purple pigment".

 The name is likely to have been a reference to the 
purple discolouration of feces and urine when 
exposed to light in patients during an attack.[2] 
Although original descriptions are attributed to 
Hippocrates, the disease was first explained 
biochemically by Felix Hoppe-Seyler in 1871,[3] and 
acute porphyrias were described by the Dutch 
physician Barend Stokvis in 1889.[2][4]
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Porphyria is a group of disorders caused by 
abnormalities in the chemical steps that lead 
to heme production.
 Heme is a vital molecule for all of the body's 
organs, although it is most abundant in the 
blood, bone marrow, and liver. Heme is a 
component of several iron-containing proteins 
called hemoproteins, including hemoglobin 
(the protein that carries oxygen in blood). 



Porphyrias affect - skin
                             -nervous system. 

•People with the skin type develop 
blisters, itching, and swelling of their 
skin when it is exposed to sunlight.
• The nervous system type is called 
acute porphyria



= hepatic porphyrias primarily affect the nervous system
                               -abdominal pain
                               - vomiting
                               - acute neuropathy
                               - muscle weakness or paralysis
                               - muscle pain
                               - numbness or tingling
                               - pain in the arms or legs
                               - pain in the back
                               - seizures
                               - mental disturbances, including hallucinations, depression, 
anxiety, and paranoia, personality changes
                               - cardiac arrhythmias and tachycardia (high heart rate) may 
develop as the autonomic nervous system is affected

 
•Not all porphyrias are genetic, and patients with liver disease who develop porphyria 
as a result of liver dysfunction may exhibit other signs.

 * Porphyrias are life-long diseases with symptoms that come and go. Some forms of 
the disease cause more symptoms than others
 



 porphyrins = main precursors of heme, an essential 
constituent of: hemoglobin
                        myoglobin
                        catalase
                        peroxidase
                        respiratory,P450 liver cytochromes.
enzymes deficiency = insufficient production of heme
  8 enzymes -  biosynthetic pathway
              - 4 the first one and the last three—are in the 
mitochondria
              - 4 are in the cytosol.
Defects in any of these can lead to some form of porphyria.
 





Each form of porphyria results from mutations in one of these genes: ALAD, 
ALAS2, CPOX, FECH, HMBS, PPOX, UROD, or UROS

ALAD gene is located on the long (q) arm of chromosome 9 at position 33.1.



 

drugs :barbiturates, tranquilizers, birth control pill, sedatives
 chemicals
 fasting
 smoking
 drinking alcohol, especially heavy drinking
 infections
 excess iron in the body
 emotional and physical stress
 menstrual hormones
 exposure to the sun

**   Infection is one of the top causes of attacks 
and requires immediate and vigorous treatment
 
 













































Symptoms:  - fatigue to small efforts even to speak  
(bradilalia)
                     - depressed, negatives thoughts, thinks he is 
come to the end
                     - insomnia – takes every night sleeping pills
                     - heavy constipation
                     - pungent halena (bad smell from his mouth)

Reoccurence of symptoms in oct. 2011 after his doughter went 
home (Australia)

   **  Note:  6-7 years cyclic evolution !!!























































































A single vaccine against both rabies and Ebola virus
Wednesday, August 31st, 2011
Researchers have developed a single vaccine which protects against both 
rabies and Ebola virus. These two viruses are related to each other, but do 
not cross-react serologically. By inserting elements of the Ebola virus GP 
protein into an existing rabies virus vaccine, a single bivalent vaccine was 
produced
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